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Strengthening GPE
→ Reforms in place
→ Opportunity for impact
→ Results and learning

Delivering GPE 2020
→ Financing & Funding Framework
→ Replenishment
→ Governance/Secretariat capacity
Partnership Highlights

Expanding partnership and robust demand for financing
65 partners | 58 active ESPIGs | $4.5 billion

Increased contributions from 5 donor governments
France | Italy | Sweden | UK | US

Expanding engagement with private sector and foundations
9 foundations | $27 million | Disaster insurance corporate

Engaging Civil Society
Global Education Financing Campaign
STRENGTHENING GPE
Reforms set foundation for impact

Strategic
GPE 2020

Technical
Analytics | Guidelines | Results Framework

Operational
Operating Model | Funding Model

Risk and Finance
Corporate Risk Framework | Operational Risk Framework | FFF

Organizational
Strengthened Secretariat
Opportunity for Impact – implementation grants

ESPIG
- “Old” Model
- “New” Model

2018
Fragile and conflict contexts

→ 63% child refugees are in GPE partners
→ $2.2 billion invested
→ 59% grants under management
→ 60% pipeline

Three support mechanisms

→ Operational framework flexibilities
  – Burundi | Yemen | Haiti
→ Transitional education plans
  – Central African Republic | Guinea | Mali
→ Accelerated support
  – Central African Republic | Somalia | Yemen | Chad
Delivering to country partners

Earlier engagement
Sector Plan analysis and development | domestic finance dialogue

Flexibility
Aligned to country context

Leveraging improvements beyond grants
Data | LEG inclusiveness | education budgets

Increased demand for Secretariat support
Technical expertise | facilitation | learning and experience sharing
Results and impact

Tools to identify where to focus
Results Report - highlights

Good performance in several areas:
- domestic finance
- improved reporting on data
- improvements in pupil / trained teacher ratios

Learning outcome data is needed

Quality of Education Sector Plans and Joint Sector Reviews can improve.
Financing and Funding Framework

Builds on GPE’s strengths and optimizes its ability to deliver on GPE 2020 and beyond

Provides the right set of tools and levers to drive education system development and strengthening
Replenishment 2017

Timing critical

Growing support
→ Education Commission report
→ CSO Education Financing Campaign

Surge budget

Board engagement
CEO report

Financing and Funding Framework
Governance
Capacity Review
Replenishment
GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP for EDUCATION

Visit our website
globalpartnership.org